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ABSTRACT

Selective retrieval of sequence-verified oligonu-
cleotides (oligos) from next-generation sequencing
(NGS) flow cells, termed megacloning, promises ac-
curate and reliable gene synthesis. However, gene
assembly requires a complete collection of overlap-
ping sense and nonsense oligos, and megacloning
does not typically guarantee the complete produc-
tion of sequence-verified oligos. Therefore, miss-
ing oligos must be provided via repetitive rounds
of megacloning, which introduces a bottleneck for
scaled-up efforts at gene assembly. Here, we intro-
duce the concept of high-depth tiled oligo design to
successfully utilize megacloned oligos for gene syn-
thesis. Using acquired oligos from a single round
of the megacloning process, we assembled 72 of 81
target Cas9-coding gene variants. We further vali-
dated 62 of these cas9 constructs, and deposited the
plasmids to Addgene for subsequent functional char-
acterization by the scientific community. This study
demonstrates the utility of using sequence-verified
oligos for DNA assembly and provides a practical
and reliable optimized method for high-throughput
gene synthesis.

INTRODUCTION

Gene-sized synthetic DNA can be constructed using a va-
riety of oligo assembly methods, such as assembly PCR
(1),ligase chain reaction (LCR) (2) and Gibson assembly
(3). The oligos utilized for gene synthesis are typically de-
signed and synthesized to overlap each other by up to 50%
of their length. DNA microarrays, which contain an as-
sortment of thousands to millions of synthesized oligos,
enable high-throughput oligo synthesis in a cost-effective
manner and have thus been employed for large-scale gene
synthesis (4–7). However, because microarray-derived oli-
gos often contain higher synthetic error rates than those
synthesized by conventional, column-based synthesis (8),
microarray-derived oligos are more likely to lead to imper-
fect target gene sequence. Consequently, an efficient method
for sequence verification of synthesized gene products is
needed to obtain error-free products, and this introduces
a bottleneck for high-throughput gene synthesis. To ad-
dress this issue, several error correction methods based on
enzymatic mismatch correction have been reported (9–11).
These procedures all involve two steps: (i) generation of a
heteroduplex containing a mismatch through heating and
re-annealing and (ii) correction of the error using an enzyme
that detects mismatch. Critically, however, mismatch-based
methods were found to be more suitable for error correction
of single targets than for use on complex gene library pools.
Additionally, their error correction efficiency decreases as
the target gene length increases.
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To circumvent these problems, megacloning, a method
whereby error-free, microarray-derived oligos are selectively
retrieved based on next-generation sequencing (NGS), has
been adopted in the field of DNA writing. Several tech-
niques for the retrieval of sequence-verified, error-free oli-
gos, which provide a source for accurate and effective tar-
get gene synthesis, have been reported. For example, in
dial-out PCR, a degenerate sequence at both ends of the
target DNA allows tag-directed retrieval from a complex
oligo library, after sequence verification by PCR with pairs
of tag-specific retrieval primers (7,12). This method is ad-
vantageous because it requires only target-specific retrieval
primer sets and involves instrument-independent retrieval
methods. Conversely, PCR-based retrieval becomes labori-
ous and prohibitive when applied to high-throughput and
large-scale gene-sized DNA synthesis. To address this, other
retrieval systems that can extract target DNA directly from
a sequencer flow-cell after NGS have also been developed.
In the pick-and-place approach, targets are retrieved using
robotic micropipettes (13), whereas they are obtained using
an optomechanical apparatus in a process known as ‘Sniper
Cloning’ (14). The Sniper Cloning technique, in particular,
allows for precise DNA retrieval in a high-throughput and
automated manner. Moreover, it can be used for different
kinds of retrieval, such as for individual beads or for the
transfer of multiple beads from a sequencer plate to a sin-
gle tube. Such features suggest the possibility of using this
method for high-throughput and large-scale gene synthesis.

A main drawback associated with the amplification of
microarray-derived oligo pools that must be addressed
when using these for gene synthesis is that this technique
generates a stochastic PCR bias (15,16), and depending on
the oligos used, this may lead to an irregular abundance of
oligos in the amplified population (16). Consequently, the
resulting imbalance between different oligos can generate
NGS results in which particular populations were missing
(Figure 1A). Therefore, in order to effectively mediate gene
synthesis, the missing populations must be recovered, and
additional sequence verification procedures are required.

In this study, we present a strategy for high-throughput
and efficient gene synthesis with sequence-verified microar-
ray oligo pools. As PCR bias is an inevitable, and uncon-
trollable, factor in amplification, which impedes retrieval
of all oligos corresponding to each target gene, we intro-
duce a high-depth tiling design, where each oligo is highly
overlapped with several DNA fragments, depending on the
degree of depth tiling (Figure 1B and Supplementary Fig-
ure S1A). To determine the optimal depth tiling design,
we performed computer simulations with various depth
tiling conditions and parameters, such as oligo error rate
and sequencing throughput. Based on these simulations,
we adopted 10× depth tiling in microarray synthesis and
performed NGS and error-free DNA retrieval by an op-
tomechanical retrieval system to obtain sequence-verified
DNA for gene synthesis. Using these techniques, through
one round of microarray chip synthesis and 454 GS Junior
sequencing, we successfully synthesized cas9 gene variants
from 72 different species, encoding a total length of ∼276
kilobase pairs (kb) of DNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Optimized oligo tiling depth simulation

Identification of the most effective depth tiling condition for
gene synthesis was performed by generating virtual NGS
data for 100-nt oligos with 70 000 reads (average sequenced
read number of a 454 Junior sequencing system). This pro-
cess was performed using various depth tiling (2×, 4×, 5×
and 10×) strategies with different error rates (from one syn-
thetic error/52 bp to one synthetic error/120 bp), and the
simulation was executed 500 times for each condition.

To generate a virtual data set with the PCR bias pat-
tern, we generated the PCR bias profile to reflect the rela-
tive portion of sequenced read numbers within the microar-
ray oligo pool. The simulated distribution was based on the
two distributions of the sequenced diverse oligo pool (Sup-
plementary Table S1). First, we normalized the sequenced
read number for each oligo by dividing the number to the
average read count of a distribution. The normalized rela-
tive sequenced read numbers of each oligo pool were inte-
grated to create a reference distribution in order to generate
the PCR bias profile. The relative sequenced read numbers
were randomly assigned from this distribution to simulate
the oligo pool of a given tiling design. The total sequenced
reads were set to 70 000, reflecting the various error rates.

In order to proceed with a simulation that reflects the ac-
tual error distribution pattern, we used an equation to cal-
culate the error rate for each position of the oligo. We de-
fined the equation for the frequency of error that increases
from the 5′ to 3′ position, as follows:

error rate = 0.0001 × (base position of oligos) + C

The increase in the synthetic error rate according to the
oligo base position is based on the empirical distribution in
Supplementary Figure S2, and the constant term (C) was
added as a variable to fit this equation of simulation pro-
cess. From this simulation, we concluded that target genes
were ‘synthesizable’ when the overlap length between neigh-
boring oligos was at least 20 bp.

Target cas9 gene and oligo sequence design

The cas9 gene from 81 different species was chosen as
our synthetic target based on previous classification of
Type II clustered regularly interspaced palindromic re-
peat (CRISPR)–Cas systems (17). Each Cas9 protein se-
quence was retrieved from UniProt and NCBI protein
databases and reverse-translated to DNA sequence with
human codon usage, utilizing the codon usage ratios of
synonymous codon sets. Some codons, including those for
leucine (TTA, CTA), serine (TCG), and arginine (CGT),
were discarded, as their coding frequency in synonymous
codons is less than 0.1. After discarding these codons, we
randomly sampled a codon for each amino acid from a pool
generated with respect to its codon usage ratio in its syn-
onymous codon set. Once the reverse translation was per-
formed, we changed a nucleotide in a region to allow for
the generation of the forward and reverse complements of
the BsaI Type IIS endonuclease recognition site, without al-
tering the protein sequence.
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Figure 1. Effectiveness of high-depth oligo tiling. (A) Schematic visualization of PCR bias during each step of the megacloning process. In Step 1, designed
oligos are synthesized on a DNA microarray. Although in this step, every oligo is synthesized with the same ratio on the microarray, amplification of
microarray-derived oligos in Step 2 alters the relative ratio of each oligo population due to PCR-based bias. Consequently, certain populations with a
relatively low amplification rate can be lost during sequence verification in Step 3. In Step 4, error-free (EF) oligos are selectively retrieved, although some
populations that were not sequenced during Step 3 due to a low relative ratio are unable to be retrieved. (B) Under the conventional 2X tiling design,
even single un-retrieved populations delay the assembly process. In contrast, because high-depth tiling is designed to fill the missing regions created by
un-retrieved oligos, target DNA can be assembled in a stable manner. (C) Simulation predicting the assembly rate of a target gene library comprised of 20
genes, by manipulating tiling depth and the error rate of synthesized oligos.
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We then attached the following flanking sequences
to the ends of the reverse-translated DNA sequence:
left, TGGTTATTGTGCTGTCTCATCATTTTGG
CAAAGAATTCGCGGCCGCCACC and right,
AGCAGGGCTGACCCCAAGAAGAAGAGGAAG
GTGAGGTCCGGCGGCGGAGA. These were designed
to be 50 bp in length to ensure the required size of the
overlapping region for DNA synthesis. If the size of a
sequence did not match to a multiple of 50, we elongated
the sequence by adding the following flanking sequences:
left, TTCCTACAGCTCCTGGGCAACGTGC and right,
GGGCAGAGGAAGTCTTCTAACATG, without the
BsaI site, to both ends alternatively until it reached the
criterion level, resulting in a total sequence length of
312,250 bp. DNA sequences were targeted at 10X depth
for the oligo tiling method, and oligos were designed by
sliding 10 bp to the next oligo, resulting in 10 oligos for
each final synthesized region. All designed oligos were
tagged with universal flanking sequences, including the
BsaI endonuclease recognition site on both ends, and
synthesized by a CustomArray B3™ Synthesizer, using the
12K array chip.

Amplification of microarray-derived oligos

Lyophilized DNA microarray oligos were resuspended in
80 �l of Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer. For sequence verification
by Roche 454 Junior sequencing and adapter tagging, 1 �l
of microarray oligos was mixed with 25 �l of 2X KAPA
HiFi HotStart ReadyMix, 2 �l of each 10 �M forward and
reverse 454-tagged flanking primers, and 20 �l of distilled
water (DW). The PCR reaction was performed as follows:
(i) 95◦C for 3 min, (ii) 95◦C for 30 s, (iii) 60◦C for 30 s, (iv)
72◦C for 30 s, with repetition of steps (ii) to (iv) for 18 cycles,
(v) 72◦C for 5 min, and (vi) 4◦C storage.

Sequence verification of adaptor-tagged oligos through 454
Junior sequencing

The adaptor-tagged oligo library was sequence-verified on
a 454 Junior sequencer based on the standard protocol pro-
vided by GS Junior from Roche 454 Life Sciences. The main
steps in 454 Junior sequencing, including library prepara-
tion, emulsion PCR, and sequencing, all followed standard
protocols. The sequencing reaction was aborted just before
the final wash step to allow further use of the 454 sequencer
picotiter plate directly for target DNA retrieval.

Analysis of sequence-verified oligos

Sequencing results were aligned to 112 bp sequences, in-
cluding the BsaI endonuclease recognition site at both ends
of the designed oligo sequence, using the Burrows-Wheeler
Aligner (18). We analyzed the possibility of synthesizing tar-
get genes by selecting oligos having a 100% match to the ref-
erence from the aligned results. When more than one error-
free oligo was present, the read that provided the best se-
quencing quality was selected as the high-throughput error-
free oligo retrieval target.

Analysis of target gene synthesizability

When the length of overlap between all adjacent error-
free oligos was greater than 20 bp, the gene was classified
as synthesizable. However, we note that some of the 454
Junior sequencing results may have been inaccurate (19)
due to the presence of homopolymeric regions in the non-
overlapped regions. To identify actual errors in these ho-
mopolymeric regions, we individually retrieved oligos tar-
geting homopolymeric regions and verified these using the
Sanger sequencing method. Oligos that were identified as
error-free by Sanger sequencing were further subjected to
gene synthesis.

Retrieval of sequence-verified DNA by Sniper Cloning

Selected sequence-verified DNAs were retrieved as previ-
ously described (14). Briefly, a 454 Junior sequencing plate
was scanned to identify coordinates of sequencing beads on
which clonal DNA was immobilized, while charge-coupled
device (CCD) pixel information for each sequence was ex-
tracted from the 454 Junior sequencing results. Recognized
bead coordinates were cross-correlated with CCD pixel in-
formation by a diffusion-like local mapping algorithm. Af-
ter a search of selected bead locations, target beads were re-
trieved by a Q-switched Nd:Yag laser system (Minilite, Con-
tinuum, 12 mJ at 532 nm). To reduce the number of oligo
amplification reactions, error-free oligos for the same target
gene were recovered by dividing them into 10 tubes, depend-
ing on the position of each retrieved target gene oligo, such
that there would be no overlap. For example, the 1st, 11th
and 21st oligos would be retrieved in the same PCR tube, as
would the 3rd, 13th and 23rd oligos.

Amplification of retrieved oligos for the preparation of gene
assembly

The error-free oligos recovered into 10 PCR tubes were sub-
jected to a two-step amplification process. For the first am-
plification, 25 �l of 2X KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix,
15 �l of DW, and 5 �l of each 10 �M forward and reverse
primer were mixed with the retrieved beads. The amplifi-
cation reaction was carried out after allowing the oligos to
contact the PCR mix by vortexing, and the following pa-
rameters were used: (i) 98◦C for 3 min, (ii) 98◦C for 30 s,
(iii) 60◦C for 30 s, (iv) 72◦C for 5 min, with steps (ii) to (iv)
repeated for 14 cycles, (v) 72◦C for 5 min and (vi) 4◦C for
storage. For the second amplification, 1.5 �l of the amplified
product was mixed with 7.5 �l of 2X KAPA HiFi HotStart
ReadyMix, 3 �l of DW, 1.5 �l of each 10 �M forward and
reverse primer and amplified as follows: (i) 98◦C for 3 min,
(ii) 98◦C for 30 s, (iii) 60◦C for 30 s, (iv) 72◦C for 30 s, with
steps (ii) to (iv) repeated for 9 cycles, (v) 72◦C for 5 min and
(vi) 4◦C storage.

GC content calculation

GC content calculation was performed using a simple in-
house Python program. This program imported the gene
sequence and calculated the GC content of 50 bp sliding
windows, shifting by a single nucleotide position. It was de-
signed such that, if the target gene had a GC content over
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0.7 or under 0.35 across 5% of the target gene sequence, the
program designated it as GC rich, respectively.

Gene construction using error-free oligos

Prior to digestion of the universal flanking sequences from
the amplified oligos, amplified samples from the 10 indi-
vidual tubes were pooled into one tube. To avoid sample
loss and reduce the number of experimental steps, 6 �l
of BsaI enzyme was added directly to the amplified PCR
mix and incubated overnight at 37◦C. Flanking sequence-
cleaved products were then size-selected from 3% agarose
gel electrophoresis. Various methods can be used for DNA
recovery, including commercial gel purification kits, but to
reduce labor, we used the ‘Crush and Soak’ method (Purifi-
cation of Nucleic Acids from Miscellaneous Sources; sec-
tion 23.1.2.3, Diffusion of DNA). To recover the target
DNA, the sliced agarose gel is finely crushed, distilled water
added to cover the gel, and incubated overnight.

Recovered error-free oligos were mixed into a single PCR
tube, such that an average of 1 ng error-free oligo was con-
tained in a total volume of 50 �l, including 25 �l of 2X
KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix. Assembly PCR was per-
formed without amplification primers as follows: (i) 98◦C
for 3 min, (ii) 98◦C for 30 s, (iii) ramp 0.1◦C/s to 50◦C and
hold at 50◦C for 30 s, (iv) 72◦C for 30 s, repeating steps (ii) to
(iv) for 10 cycles, (v) 72◦C for 5 min and (vi) 4◦C for storage.
The temperature of step (iii) was modified depending on the
sequence of the target gene (40◦C for AT-rich target genes
and 55◦C for GC-rich target genes, using a PCR buffer for
high GC templates).

Assembled products were then amplified to obtain high
concentrations of each target gene; 5 �l of assembled prod-
uct was mixed with 10 �l of 2X KAPA HiFi HotStart
ReadyMix and 2.5 �l of each 10 �M forward and reverse
primer and amplified as follows: (i) 98◦C for 3 min, (ii) 98◦C
for 30 s, (iii) 65◦C for 30 s, (iv) 72◦C for 1 min/kb, repeating
steps (ii) to (iv) for 15 cycles, (5) 72◦C for 10 min and (vi) 4◦C
storage. The temperature of step (iii) was modified depend-
ing on the sequence of the target gene (60◦C for GC-rich
target genes, using a PCR buffer for high GC templates).

Cloning of synthetic cas9 genes into the pUC19 vector

Synthetic cas9 genes were cloned into the pUC19 vector us-
ing a one-step isothermal reaction (3). This reaction is nor-
mally performed by mixing 15 �l of Gibson enzyme mix
and 5 �l of DNA mix (plasmid backbone and insert DNA).
However, when the concentration of the sample DNA is
low, an insufficient amount of this can be added to the reac-
tion, due to the limit of the DNA mix volume. Therefore, to
increase the allowable volume for the DNA mix, we used a
2-fold concentrated Gibson enzyme mix. The original Gib-
son enzyme mix is prepared by mixing 320 �l of 5X isother-
mal buffer, 1.2 �l of T5 Exonuclease, 20 �l of Phusion DNA
polymerase, 160 �l of Taq Ligase, and 700 �l of DW, result-
ing in a final volume of ∼1200 �l. We therefore generated a
2-fold concentrated enzyme mix by reducing the amount of
DW to 100 �l, resulting in a final volume of ∼600 �l.

The pUC19 plasmid backbone was linearized with Xma1
and then amplified by PCR using a flanking sequence-
tagged primer. For this reaction, 10 �l of 2X KAPA HiFi

HotStart ReadyMix, 2.5 �l of each 10 �M forward and re-
verse primer, 10 ng of linearized template, and DW to a to-
tal volume of 20 �l were added, and amplification was per-
formed as follows: (i) 98◦C for 3 min, (ii) 98◦C for 30 s, (iii)
60◦C for 30 s, (iv) 72◦C for 3 min, repeating steps (ii) to (iv)
for 20 cycles, (v) 72◦C for 10 min and (vi) 4◦C for storage.

For cloning, we mixed 50 ng of flanking sequence-tagged
linear pUC19 backbone with an equimolar ratio of ampli-
fied cas9 gene product. If the volume of the sample mix was
less than 12.5 �l, we added DW to a final volume of 12.5 �l,
and then added 7.5 �l of the 2-fold concentrated assembly
master mixture described above. Reactions were incubated
at 50◦C for 1 h, and 2.5 �l of cloned samples were trans-
formed into competent Escherichia coli cells (C2566, NEB,
USA).

Plasmid extraction using magnetic beads

To sequence the synthesized and cloned cas9 genes, plas-
mid extraction was performed using Sera-Mag SpeedBeads
(6515-2105-050350, Thermo Scientific, USA). Escherichia
coli colonies containing the synthetic cas9 plasmids were
individually cultured in 1 ml of Luria-Bertani media with
ampicillin at 37◦C for 16 h. Bacterial cells were pelleted by
centrifugation, and after the media was decanted, 50 �l of
S1 solution from the Exprep™ Plasmid mini kit (101–102,
GeneAll, Seoul, Korea) was added to cell pellet and pipet-
ted for resuspension. We then added 100 �l of S2 cell lysis
solution, and samples were shaken for 5 min to ensure com-
plete lysis. Samples were neutralized by adding 100 �l of S3
solution, followed by centrifugation to pellet the debris. We
then dispensed 110 �l of the clear lysate into clean PCR
tubes, and added 10 �l of the magnetic bead solution and
80 �l of 100% isopropanol. The PCR tubes were placed on a
magnet for 15 min to pellet the beads. The supernatant was
then discarded, and 200 �l of 80% ethanol was added twice
to wash the magnetic beads. Lastly, the plate was dried at
room temperature or at 37◦C until all ethanol had evapo-
rated, and DNA was eluted by dispensing 30 �l of DW into
each well and incubating for 5 min.

Sequence verification by Tn5 tagmentation and next-
generation sequencing

The pTXB1 vector, which encodes the Tn5 protein, was
kindly provided by Rickard Sandberg’s group (20), and Tn5
enzyme was produced as previously described. For efficient
tagmented pool indexing, we added eight forward and eight
reverse barcode sequences to Mosaic End Double-Stranded
(MEDS) oligos to distinguish eight samples in a single Illu-
mina index.

For plasmid tagmentation, 2 �l of Tn5 mix with MEDS
solution was added to 100 ng of plasmid with 4 �l of 5X
TAPS-DMF and DW up to 20 �l. The tagmentation mix-
ture was incubated for 7 min at 55◦, then 5 �l of 0.2% of
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution was added, and it
was further incubated for 7 min at 55◦ for Tn5 inactivation.

After Tn5 enzyme inactivation, 5 �l of the tagmented
pool was added to 10 �l of 2X KAPA HiFi HotStart
ReadyMix and 2.5 �l of each 10 �M forward and reverse
Illumina index primer, and pools were amplified as follows:
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(i) 72◦C 3 min, (ii) 98◦C for 3 min, (iii) 98◦C for 30 s, (iv)
60◦C for 30 s, (v) 72◦C for 30 s, repeating steps (iii) to (v)
for 12 cycles, (vi) 72◦C for 5 min and (vii) 4◦C for storage.
Amplified target pools were cleaned using a 1.2 volume of
Sera-Mag magnetic beads, and the tagged samples were se-
quenced with the HiSeq 4000 platform.

TnClone software-based sequence verification of synthesized
genes

Sequencing data analysis was performed using in-house-
built software (manuscript submitted). Briefly, the analy-
sis pipeline contained three major steps: (i) quality assess-
ment of NGS reads, (ii) de novo assembly, (iii) and analysis
of assembled results (contigs). For each NGS read, the se-
quencing adaptor sequence was trimmed, and sequencing
reads with low base quality were removed. The reads were
then entered into the de novo assembly module, and plau-
sible contigs generated by this method underwent contig
analysis to select error-free contigs. During analysis, con-
tigs were aligned to reference sequence, and variants were
reported. The software then provided a summary file con-
taining the number of error-free clones and DNA/protein
error-free clone information.

When TnClone analysis revealed that two or more se-
quences were present, we concluded that multiple clones
were analyzed in one reaction, and they were excluded from
the analysis. Clones with a deletion of 100 bp or longer
at a single poinwere deemed to be misassembled and ex-
cluded. These clones were analyzed to see what errors they
contained, but thewere excluded from the calculation of the
gene synthesis error rate (Supplementary Table S4).

Error analysis of oligos retrieved from 454 picotiter plates

Error analysis for the oligos recovered from the 454 pi-
cotiter plate was performed. Amplified oligos were fur-
ther processed for sequence verification through the Illu-
mina sequencing platform, using the SPARK DNA Sample
Prep Kit (Enzymatics, Beverly, MA, USA). In brief, sam-
ples were subjected to end-repair, dA-tailing, and Illumina
adaptor ligation procedures. Sequence verification was per-
formed through Illumina HiSeq4000. Sequencing results
were aligned to the reference sequence using the Burrows-
Wheel Aligner (BWA), and error analysis was performed
using SAMtools (version 1.1, htslib 1.1) (21) mpileup com-
mand.

Virtual gene sequence generation through a computational
method

To generate a virtual gene sequence for the desired gene
sample, the target gene sequence and the analyzed error
spectrum were used. We randomly selected the presence or
absence of errors at all base positions of the target gene, and
the probability that an error base was generated reflected the
overall error rate and error spectrum. The generated virtual
gene sequence was analyzed for errors in DNA sequence
and protein sequence, and all random functions were based
on Python 2.7.5 random module and choice function.

Error-free target gene region amplification

For each gene, we selected two sequence-identified clones
that could be used to generate an error-free clone by assem-
bling DNA error-free or amino acid error-free regions from
each one (Supplementary Table S4). For example, one clone
could have error-free region at the front part of the gene
and the other clone could have error-free region at the rear
part of the gene. Error-free construct could then be assem-
bled gluing these parts together. Primers used to amplify
the error-free region in each selected clone were designed to
allow the amplified error-free fragment to have an overlap
of 25–35 bp with the neighboring amplified fragments. To
amplify the error-free fragments, 1 �l of sequence-verified
clone plasmid containing the error-free region, 10 �l of
KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix, and 2.5 �l of each 10 �M
forward and reverse primer were added to the PCR mix.
DW was added to a total volume of 20 �l, and reactions
were performed as follows: (i) 98◦C for 3 min, (ii) 98◦C for
30 s, (iii) 65◦C for 30 s, (iv) 72◦C for 1 min/kb, repeating
steps (ii) to (iv) for 20 cycles, (v) 72◦C for 10 min, and (vi)
4◦C storage.

RESULTS

Oligo tiling method optimization via computer simulation

To effectively address the inevitable PCR bias associated
with oligo pool amplification, computer simulations were
conducted in order to determine which tiling depth method
is most stable and effective for gene library synthesis. For
these simulations, the target gene library was set to 20 genes
of 4 kb length, and the length of coding region contained
within each oligo was set to 100 nt. We then ran simula-
tions with oligos designed using 2×, 4×, 5× and 10× tiling
methods, in which neighboring oligos overlap by 50%, 75%,
80% and 90%, respectively (Supplementary Figure S1A).
Virtual microarray oligo sequence verification results were
then generated based on these designed oligos, resulting in
up to 70 000 reads, an amount chosen to resemble the nor-
mal data throughput of a 454 Junior sequencing system
(22). The number of synthesizable genes was analyzed un-
der the condition that ‘gene synthesis is possible only when
there is a minimum of 20 nt overlap between the nearest
error-free oligo’, and the process was repeated 500 times.
Because of the inconsistency inherent in the synthesis of a
DNA microarray oligos, our simulation was also carried out
with various synthetic errors, including the insertion of a
single error between 52 and 120 bp, on average (Figure 1c).

When we analyzed the results of our megacloning sim-
ulation using oligos designed by the 2X tiling method, we
found that the number of predicted synthesizable genes was
quite low. Specifically, only 15% (3 genes) of the total 20
gene library was synthesizable, even with the highest qual-
ity oligos (one synthetic error per 120 bp, on average). How-
ever, using oligos designed with the 4× tiling method, >90%
(18 genes) of the gene library was synthesized with oligos
containing a single synthetic error per 75 bp or fewer. In
simulations with 5× and 10× tiling, the same results were
obtained with oligos containing a single synthetic error per
60 bp and a single synthetic error per 52 bp, respectively.
This indicated that with increased tiling depth, the num-
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ber of synthesizable genes can be increased, even with lower
quality oligos. Based on these data, we proceeded with the
10× tiling method for the subsequent studies.

Synthesis of 10 target genes as a pilot experiment

We next performed a pilot experiment, in which we con-
structed 10 target cas9 genes. For this procedure, we de-
signed 10X-tiled oligos, which were then synthesized on a
12K DNA microchip (termed Chip 0). These microarray
oligos were subsequently sequence-verified using the 454 Ju-
nior platform, and we retrieved error-free oligos via an auto-
mated Sniper Cloning method. For this process, we divided
the oligos into 10 tubes to reduce potential interference dur-
ing the amplification of retrieved oligos (Figure 2A). Criti-
cally, oligos were divided such that none shared overlapping
sequence with any other oligo in the same tube to prevent
non-specific assembly and elongation prior to full-length
target gene synthesis (see Materials and Methods for de-
tails). Using this method, all requisite error-free oligos for
target gene synthesis were recovered.

We PCR-amplified the retrieved oligos in a pooled man-
ner, and flanking sequences were digested prior to the as-
sembly process (Supplementary Figure S3). Assembly of the
3–5 kb genes was then performed using a two-step proce-
dure. The first step entailed assembly without primer, and
this was followed by amplification of the full-length gene
using primers with the assembled product as a template. To
confirm the optimal amount of template DNA for gene syn-
thesis, gene assembly was performed under various template
concentration conditions (Supplementary Figure S4). With
this procedure, we successfully assembled all 10 target genes
(Figure 2B and Materials and Methods).

Synthesis of the remaining 71 target genes and method opti-
mization

Synthesis of the 10 cas9 gene variants using the 10× depth
tiling design in our pilot experiment demonstrated that our
method effectively allows for the construction of a target
gene library through a single round of megacloning. There-
fore, we decided to synthesize the remaining 71 cas9 genes
with the 10× depth tiling method. For these target genes,
we designed 27 016 oligos using the same method as in
the pilot experiment. Oligos were synthesized on three 12K
DNA microchips, designated Chips 1, 2 and 3, which target
25, 23 and 23 genes, respectively (Supplementary Table S2).
These were verified using 454 sequencing, as in our 10-gene
pilot experiment; based on this analysis, total error rates
were 10.9 × 10−3, 10.2 × 10−3 and 10.3 × 10−3 errors/bp, re-
spectively, and error-free read rates were 17.8%, 23.3% and
23.5%, respectively. From optomechanical oligo retrieval
procedures, we obtained 7474, 6720 and 6453 error-free de-
sired oligos from Chips 1, 2 and 3, respectively, which repre-
sent 81.4%, 74.6% and 72.8%, respectively, of the total de-
signed oligos (Supplementary Table S3).

Based on these results, we were unable to retrieve suf-
ficient overlapping oligos to assemble three, two, and five
target genes from microarray oligo pools 1, 2 and 3, respec-
tively. The region that lacked error-free oligos was subject to
sequence analysis, and homopolymeric regions longer than

7 bp were observed to be present in seven out of 11 regions
(Supplementary Table S2). In addition, one of the remain-
ing four regions had an error at the position where the dif-
ferent short homopolymeric sequences were continuously
connected. It has been known that the 454 Junior sequenc-
ing results for homopolymeric regions may be inaccurate
(19). Thus, we concluded that sequencing errors from ho-
mopolymeric regions might cause this lack of error-free oli-
gos for gene assembly. Therefore, we validated this obser-
vation using Sanger sequencing after retrieving oligos with
errors at homopolymeric regions (Supplementary Figure S5
and Supplementary Table S2). Additionally, in one of the re-
maining three regions, we observed early termination of the
454 Junior sequencing results at a specific position in the ref-
erence gene, leading to short reads. We also retrieved target
oligos and sequence-validated them by Sanger sequencing.
Based on the combined 454 Junior sequencing and Sanger
sequencing data, we were able to retrieve sufficient error-
free oligos for the assembly of 24/25, 23/23, and 22/23 tar-
get genes from Chips 1, 2 and 3, respectively. In the case
of the C0FXH5 gene from Chip 1 and Q9CLF2 from Chip
3, we analyzed the regions where error-free oligos were not
recovered but were unable to identify any clear problems.
Target error-free oligos were extracted by Sniper Cloning in
10 PCR tubes for each target gene. We then utilized opti-
mized assembly protocols (see Materials and Methods) for
the successful synthesis of 20, 21 and 21 target genes, from
Chips 1, 2 and 3, respectively (Supplementary Figure S6).
Combined with the 10 synthetic genes from Chip 0, in total
we obtained sequence validation for 72 cas9 gene variants.

Sequence verification of 72 synthesized gene products

To verify correct target gene synthesis, assembled gene
products were cloned into the pUC19 plasmid and trans-
formed into Escherichia coli. Sequence analysis was per-
formed on up to 12 colonies per target gene. To effectively
analyze target gene sequences of 3–5 kb, random fragmen-
tation of the plasmids using Tn5 transposase (20) was fol-
lowed by sequencing with Illumina HiSeq. The clones for
sequence verification were subjected to plasmid extraction,
random fragmentation by Tn5 transposase, and indexing
by Illumina index primers, respectively. Additionally, dur-
ing the Tn5-based fragmentation process, gene-specific la-
beling was performed using Mosaic End Double-Stranded
(MEDS) with custom barcodes, and each clone samples
from same gene were identified using various combinations
of Illumina index primers. The sequence verification results
for cloned target genes were then analyzed using an in-
house de novo plasmid assembly-based clonal analysis plat-
form named ‘TnClone’ (manuscript submitted).

We performed sequence verification for 796 colonies;
among these, 693 colonies had properly assembled gene
clones, 56 colonies were misassembled clones with long
(>100 bp) deletions, and 47 colonies had multiple plasmids.
Based on these sequencing results, we found that the aver-
age error rate for each gene ranged from 0.59 × 10−3 to
2.1 × 10−3 errors/bp (Figure 3A and Supplementary Ta-
ble S4). We obtained error-free DNA clones from 14 tar-
get genes and amino acid error-free clones (i.e., DNA se-
quence error with synonymous codon changes) from 15 ad-
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Figure 2. Error-free oligo retrieval in 10 PCR tubes and synthesis of 10 target genes. (A) Retrieved oligos for each gene were amplified in 10 separate tubes
to reduce possible interference during the amplification process. None of the oligos in each tube share overlapping sequence with any other oligo in the
same tube to prevent non-specific assembly and elongation prior to full-length target gene synthesis. The position of the tube into which each oligo was
recovered was determined by the order of the designed oligo. The numbers in light gray letters indicate designed oligos that did not have error-free results as
determined by 454 Junior sequencing. (B) Agarose gel electrophoresis of the assembled products of 10 target genes. Red triangles indicate the synthesized
gene product.

ditional genes (Supplementary Table S4). We further found
that >90% of errors in the synthesized gene clones were
substitution errors (Supplementary Figure S7). To identify
when these substitution errors were introduced into our tar-
gets, we performed sequence analysis of the oligos that were
used to synthesize the first 10 target genes. Sequencing the
retrieved oligos from megacloning of Chip 0 was performed
for a total of 44,391,353 bases, revealing an error rate in re-
trieved oligos that ranged from 0.74 × 10−3 to 0.89 × 10−3

errors/bp (Supplementary Figure S8). From these results,
we conclude that substitution errors in the recovered oligos
were a major source of error in the synthesized genes.

Error-free clone acquisition probability simulation

Despite gene synthesis using sequence-verified oligos, only
29 error-free clones, from a total of 72 synthesized gene
products were obtained. Therefore, we sought to determine
a method for obtaining error-free clones for the remaining
43 genes. The simplest possibility would be to perform addi-
tional sequencing until an error-free clone is recovered. We
estimated how many sequenced clones would be required to
obtain an error-free clone. First, we designed a virtual gene
sequence that contained a mutation pattern reflecting the er-
ror rate and error spectrum analyzed to this point (see Ma-
terials and Methods). To observe the changes in the produc-
tion of DNA error-free clones according to gene length, this
process was performed for 72 synthesized target genes (Fig-
ure 3B). These simulation results revealed that the percent-
age of DNA error-free clones ranged from 0.37% to 3.50%.
Additionally, even when the ratio of protein sequence error-
free clones was added, the percentage of error-free clones
ranged only from 1.42% to 7.95%. These results indicate
that the probability of obtaining error-free clones is not as
high as we expected. We therefore concluded that screening

additional colonies would be inefficient for application to
the remaining genes.

As a workaround, we chose to generate error-free clones
by amplifying the error-free region from clones that had al-
ready been sequenced. For this process, we screened already
sequenced genes and error-free regions from two clones for
an assembly of an error-free gene (Supplementary Table
S4). The primer was designed to amplify the error-free re-
gion of each screened clone and to overlap with other error-
free clones. The amplified samples were then cloned and se-
quenced by the same procedures as described above. With
this method, we obtained an additional 30 DNA error-free
clones and three protein sequence error-free clones. The 62
plasmids encoding these sequence-verified cas9 genes are
available from Addgene.

DISCUSSION

Here, we describe the development of an efficient method
for high-throughput gene synthesis. To our knowledge, this
is the first report demonstrating large-scale gene synthe-
sis with sequence-verified oligos, following NGS and error-
free DNA retrieval. Critically, the introduction of our high-
depth tiling design provides a way in which to stably syn-
thesize target genes through a single round of microarray
oligo synthesis, sequence verification, and error-free oligo
retrieval.

We expect that previously uncharacterized cas9 gene vari-
ants from different species that were synthesized during this
study will function as useful starting materials for studies
by other researchers. The Cas9 nuclease is encoded within
Type II CRISPR loci, which function in bacteria to prevent
attack by invasive DNA elements, such as bacteriophages.
This protein can recognize and mediate cleavage at its tar-
get site in a sequence-dependent manner, and it is directed
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Figure 3. Error rate of sequence-verified target genes and error-free clone rates from computationally generated virtual gene sequences. (A) Error rates for
the 72 synthesized target genes are shown. Sequence verification of each target gene was performed for up to 12 clones. Box plots shows the 5%-95% range
of error rate for each target gene, and error bars indicate the standard deviation of each target gene’s error rate. The first 10 target genes synthesized in
our pilot experiment are labeled as Chip 0. In the case of G2Z1C1, sequence verification was performed for only two clones, so a box was unable to be
generated, and the error rate is represented as a line. (B) Computer simulation results depicting the probability of recovering DNA error-free or protein
sequence error-free clones for 72 synthesized target genes. The probability of recovering DNA error-free clones was found to be <4%. Even when the
probability of recovering protein error-free clones is considered, this probability is <8%.

to these sites by two small RNAs, the CRISPR RNA (cr-
RNA) and the trans-activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA).
Critically, the Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 has been widely
exploited for various types of research, including genome
editing (23,24). Several studies have also reported the func-
tion of Cas9 proteins from various other species, and those
we have identified are summarized in Supplementary Ta-
ble S5. For the Cas9 protein to function properly, species-
specific guide RNA and protospacer adjacent motif (PAM)
sequences must be identified and, to our knowledge, this in-
formation has only been reported for 18 species at present.
Of the 62 cas9 gene variants that we deposited to Addgene,
seven were derived from species whose PAM and guide
RNA sequences have been identified; however, we found no
information for the cas9 gene variants from the remaining
55 species.

In this study, we hypothesized that a sufficient amount of
error-free oligos could not be recovered from a single mega-
cloning process because of the PCR bias and the synthetic
error of the oligo pool. Using the conventional 2X tiling
strategy, we could not synthesize the full-length gene con-

struct even when a single oligo contained an error. Thus, we
sought to resolve this problem by utilizing high-depth tiling
of the oligo design.

To verify this strategy, we performed simulation study.
First, we generated the PCR bias profile based on the dis-
tribution of the two sequenced oligo pools. From this distri-
bution, we sampled the sequenced read numbers to mimic
the sequenced read number distribution of the 454 Junior
sequencing data (average 70 000 reads). Next, we also an-
alyzed these empirical pools to inspect the actual synthetic
error distribution of oligo pools. We confirmed that the er-
ror rate in the 3′ direction was higher than that in the 5′
direction, and increased linearly. Since the direction of syn-
thesis of the oligos proceeds from the 3′ to the 5′ direction,
we hypothesize that this imbalance in the error rate is due
to the accumulation of events such as depurination of the 3′
direction region of oligos (because of the longer exposure
to the synthesis cycle) (8,25).

Taking all this into account, we performed a simulation
to identify a depth tiling method that is most suitable for
robust gene library synthesis. We found that a 2× tiling
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strategy is inefficient in synthesizing a full-length gene con-
struct. However, a 10× tiling method could robustly synthe-
size gene constructs in the presence of any simulated error
rate condition.

Because megacloning based on Sniper Cloning shows op-
timal performance on the 454 Junior platform, we sequence-
verified our synthesized oligos on this device. However, we
note that gene synthesis based on the 454 Junior platform
has a number of limitations. For example, there is insuffi-
cient throughput in this platform to carry the entire popu-
lation required to synthesize our target genes. Thus, to ex-
amine the correlation between the numbers of assembled
genes and sequencing read number, we ran an additional
computer simulation with variable amounts of sequencing
data, ranging from 100,000 (i.e., typical sequencing reads
from the 454 Junior platform) to 10 million reads (i.e., typ-
ical sequencing reads from Illumina MiSeq platform) with
the 2× tiling design. The simulation was further performed
on the condition that the oligos used for megacloning have,
on average, a single synthetic error per 100 bp. From this
simulation, 1.6 (8%) out of 20 genes could be assembled
from 100,000 reads. However, with 10 million sequencing
reads, which corresponds to an Illumina MiSeq level of data
throughput, the number of assembled genes increased to
19.39 (96.97%) out of 20 target genes (Supplementary Fig-
ure S10).

Another limitation is that, when using the 454 Junior
platform, our method is vulnerable to homopolymeric re-
gions. This sequencing method uses a light signal and does
not call bases directly, and as such, it cannot correctly read a
series of homopolymeric nucleotides (19). We compared the
differences in the error-free result ratio between oligos with
and without long (>7 bp) homopolymeric regions, based
on 454 sequencing data. These long homopolymeric regions
were identified in 1,011 designed oligos. From the oligo se-
quence verification results, the average error-free ratios of
oligos without long homopolymeric regions were 27%, 20%,
26% and 27% for chip 0, chip 1, chip 2 and chip 3, respec-
tively (Supplementary Table S6). However, error-free ratios
of oligos with long homopolymeric regions were 9%, 8%,
13% and 11% for chip 0, chip 1, chip 2 and chip 3, respec-
tively. Given the synthetic errors of the oligos, the differ-
ences in error-free ratios indicate that the sequencing er-
ror occurred in the homopolymeric region. To avoid this is-
sue, manipulation of homopolymeric regions via codon op-
timization should be considered.

The errors identified from sequence verification of our
target genes were mainly substitution errors. We initially hy-
pothesized that these mutations resulted from polymerase
errors that accumulated during gene assembly. However,
the spectrum of substitution errors identified in our synthe-
sized gene clones did not fully match those associated with
the KAPA Biosystems HIFI HotStart DNA polymerase,
which was used for the amplification and assembly of the
retrieved error-free oligos (26). This polymerase was cho-
sen due to its high fidelity and the fact that it generates
the lowest PCR bias when amplifying a DNA library pool
(27). It belongs to the Family B DNA polymerase group,
and substitution errors of these polymerases have been re-
ported to occur mainly at G:C base pairs. Conversely, our
sequence verification results for both retrieved error-free oli-

gos and synthesized gene clones confirm that a significant
amount of substitution errors occurred at A:T base pairs.
These data indicate that the retrieved oligos were affected by
the Platinum Taq DNA polymerase, which was used to per-
form sequencing via the 454 Junior platform (28). Taq poly-
merase belongs to the Family A DNA polymerase group,
which causes substitutions mainly in A:T base pairs. This
type of substitution error was confirmed in the NGS analy-
sis of retrieved error-free oligos (Supplementary Figures S6
and S7). We propose that substitution errors at A:T base
pairs can be overcome in future by using polymerases with
a higher fidelity in the NGS process.

Although the large deletion was not a major error type,
we identified 56 clones containing this error. We noticed that
this type of long deletions occurred frequently at specific po-
sitions of specific genes. Therefore, we compared the orig-
inally designed sequences and the misassembled sequences
of clones with long deletions. As a result, from 47 out of
56 clones, misassembled events were derived from regions
containing a short (7–14 bp) sequence. In the case of the
remaining nine clones, the reason for misassembly was not
clear (Supplementary Table S4). We expect that misassem-
bly will be avoided through rational target sequence design.

Lastly, we ran a cost analysis for synthesizing 4-kb seg-
ments of a 25-target gene library using high-depth tiled and
sequence-verified oligos. We first considered factors that
account for major costs in the gene synthesis process, in-
cluding DNA microarray synthesis, 454 Junior sequencing,
Sniper Cloning, PCR primers, PCR reagents, Tn5 trans-
posase, and Illumina HiSeq sequencing, for verification of
the assembled gene sequence. Using this streamline, we esti-
mate that 4-kb target genes can be produced for $36.64/kb
(Supplementary Tables S7 and S8). If we include other fac-
tors that are difficult to price accurately, such as labor costs,
gel isolation, and DNA concentration, the cost of synthe-
sizing a 4-kb target gene will increase. However, the cost
can be lowered through the automation of these processes
(including retrieved oligo amplification, enzyme digestion,
gene synthesis, and random fragmentation by Tn5 trans-
posase).

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we developed a method for high-throughput
gene synthesis using sequence-verified oligos. In particular,
introduction of a high-depth tiling oligo design and the ex-
traction of multiple sequence-verified, error-free oligos in
a single PCR tube, allowed for large-scale gene synthesis
in a stable and robust manner. This technique further sur-
mounted both the PCR-based bias that often results from
the amplification of a large number of oligos derived from
a microarray-pool and the limited sequencer throughput.
We believe that the scalability of our methods will improve,
not only DNA writing technology, but also protein engi-
neering, genetic refactoring, and functional genomics in the
synthetic biology field.
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